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Message From
The Commodore
Bob Taylor
Unsung Heroes
This article is about those members at CIYC who work behind the scenes, who make CIYC successful, who are always
willing to do what it takes to get the job done, but sometimes are not acknowledged for their efforts.
There are many who volunteered to renovate the bar this past spring. We started with Skip Miser: He brought in a
floor contractor who gave us the idea of raising the floor using tile to solve the drain problem. David Erickson did the
actual laying of the tile. Gary McFarland was there every day helping to move sinks, clean sinks, and do whatever
else needed to be done. Steve Onderko dropped by one day and ended up helping with the plumbing for the next
few days. Frank Sullivan moved the computer (POS System) at least three times. Richard and Diane Sherlock were
there from the beginning: offering ideas to get us started, as well as volunteering to get materials as needed. One
day we were trying to find a fabricator to cut stainless steel for us. Either they did not want our business or it was
going to take several weeks to accomplish. Dewayne Weaver uses a fabricator in his business and gave us his name;
he was able to make the cut that very day. Donna McKendry was an organizer, a worker, and, most importantly, our
motivator when challenges would present themselves. Mike McKendry volunteered to take on the responsibility of
designing and building the new bar. After over a hundred hours, Mike and crew built a beautiful bar that hopefully
will serve our members for years to come. Mike worked day and night to get the bar back in business as soon as
possible and, just as importantly, made sure all the work and material complied with Health Department Standards.
The “set up crew “know they are the unsung heroes. Every Saturday that there is a dinner they meet in the dining
room at 10 am. Sharon Sullivan selects the colors to be used for the napkins and tablecloths, and the crew goes to
work setting tables. Erika Barbaric is the go-to person for tableware etiquette. She knows the difference between a
salad fork and a dessert fork and where each is placed on a table setting. Other members that help on this crew are
Marnie Bech, Mary Ann Moore, Darlin’ Belmonte, Annie Landry, Johanne Berg, Mike Greenup, Ed O’Neil, Melinda
Irwin, Linda Weisfuss, Evelina Arglen, David Strouse, Les Hardwick, Bev Hammond, and Nancy Stehle. I’m sure I have
forgotten someone, so I apologize in advance.

Janis Pulliam is another unsung hero. She is the one who sits at the reception desk for every event and takes your
money and gives you a dinner ticket. Rose Hazeltine quietly but efficiently takes your ticket and gives you a warm
plate at Wednesday Night Dinners. You had better have your ticket or you won’t eat! Sharon Sullivan is in charge of
room rentals. Most of you don’t know that she stays at the club while they decorate and then returns that evening
and stays throughout the entire event to represent our club. Syd McFarland spent hours creating a memorable
display for DAV Day. Les Hardwick is our House Captain. Ask him how many times he has had to let the elevator
technician in the building. Vidar Bech and Mike Farrell have been working behind the scenes to install our video
cameras. I can’t forget Liz Campbell who publishes our Currents every month. Thanks to all!!!
Bob Taylor, Commodore 2018
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Message From
The Vice-Commodore
Diane Miner Sherlock
At the time of this writing, I just found out about our Commodore’s upcoming surgery. He has a long road
ahead of him and I know you all join me in sending him hugs and prayers for a speedy recovery. Bob who has become a great friend - just know we are there for you.
Our July began with the outstanding barbecue on the 4th. We served 75 people with the help of Paul
Fredericks, Mike Turner, Cynthia Leech, Bob and Pam Nast, Michelle Dilldine, and my hubby, Richard. We
missed out on the boat parade, but the kitchen crew and BBQers had a fun time. Thanks to a great crew
for all the help!
The Wednesday night dinners have slowed down a bit with so many people going on vacations, etc.
However, I do need to recognize those who stepped up to take the lead: Staff Commodore Jerry Wood
and crew, Carter Gage and crew, and David Strouse and crew. You guys are awesome! During August we
are going to try to have a couple of food trucks prepare our Wednesday dinners. We are trying to offer
something different, so stay tuned for the dates and menus!
Joyce and Clark and crew had another successful fish fry, and the ponies ran like crazy!! It’s always a fun
event and very well-attended. Joyce then cooked for the dinghy dine-around two days later! She is like
the Energizer Bunny, and just keeps going strong!
As of today, the elevator is operational! It has been our huge nemesis by working for a day or two then
dying once again. We hope this fix will last for a while longer. Keep your fingers crossed! Our house
Captain Les Hardwick has been doing behind- the-scenes projects, helping to keep our building and sheds
in good shape!
A wonderful group of gals helped Sharon clean the linen closet which was a mess! PLEASE, PLEASE - SEE
HOW CLEAN AND ORGANIZED IT IS NOW. WHEN YOU TAKE SOMETHING OUT, PUT IT BACK IN THAT
SAME SPACE! It truly makes finding everything so much easier. In addition, after your event, please put
everything, including decorations, away that evening or the following morning. Thanks to all the ladies
who make the room BEAUTIFUL!
The Epicurean dinner on Saturday July 28th, an “Evening in Provence,” prepared by First Mate Eleanor
Hovaten, is bound to be another stellar event. Be sure to sign up in the bar book or on Club Runner.
WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS! Our somewhat unscheduled Open House on July 8 th turned out to
be very successful with the help of our great Board of Directors. Please take the time to introduce
yourselves to our new members and give them the CIYC welcome! We truly are a great group and family.
Diane Sherlock, Vice Commodore
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Message From
The Rear-Commodore
Dewayne Weaver
Participating with our Board this year at our Open Houses has been a wonderful experience for me. Not only do you
get to meet and sign up new members, but you get some very genuine input from those who attend and honest
expressions of what they are looking for. One of the main things I keep hearing on those days is that people are
looking for a place to belong, to feel welcomed, and appreciated. All of us there manning the Open House are your
representatives. Those potential new members are looking and listening to us and judging whether they want to
spend a large sum to join, but the real test is the first Wednesday Night Dinner or Weekend Event after those new
members join up. You, the members, are doing a great job of showing yourselves as very friendly and welcoming
people and making yourselves available to those new members when you see them. You work to make them feel
like part of our CIYC home. But the best thing is how all of you are so gracious: welcoming, inviting, and including
those new members at your tables for dinner. The fruit of your efforts is that those new members stay and become
integrated and part of our fantastic Channel Islands Yacht Club. I commend each and every one of you on doing such
a wonderful job. So many of the potential new members share the same fear: that they will join the club and there
will be many cliques and they just can't belong. I have not once heard one new member after they joined tell me
CIYC was cliquish or unfriendly. I have to say, "Well done."
On to a very memorable 4th of July Electric Boat Parade. If you did not see this you missed an outstanding event.
Frank & Gayle had 63 vessels, fully decorated in patriotic attire, show up to enjoy the parade and display their
patriotism. Attending the parade on Frank & Gayle's boat as Grand Marshall was Oxnard's Mayor, Tim Flynn. He and
his father, John, enjoyed their day on the water and were treated to CIYC hospitality along with a better view and
understanding of the importance of our Yacht Club and our Channel Islands Harbor in the community. Great job,
Frank & Gayle! This couple do a fantastic job of representing us to the community. When the parade was over, all
participants met with Frank & Gayle and received their gift for participation, either a bottle of "Electrifying Red
Wine" or a bottle of "Charged Up White." What wonderful ambassadors we have in Frank & Gayle.
On July 15th, Rick and Sherie Ireland hosted our CIYC Dinghy Party, and what a party we had! The Irelands were very
gracious with their home, and there were over 80 in attendance. "They Came By Land & They Came By Sea." Joyce
Sheridan, Clark Owens, Jack Borkowski, Barbara Brauns, and Mike Smith provided the great food, and John and Lisa
Medlen trended our bar. Toni Weaver, Francine Thomas, and Marilyn Osenbaugh manned the ticket & admission
table. Great job, girls. The Country Ribs & BBQ Chicken were fantastic. The Cocoknots provided dance music, and so
many enjoyed the dancing. Then there were the games - what a fun afternoon: Teams were sewn together with a
spoon attached to string all the way up and all the way down their clothes. This you had to see to believe. The entire
Dinghy Party crew put together a party that only CIYC could put on! To each and every one of you who attended,
thank you for helping to make this a great success.
The following two weekends are again scheduled for great water-based activities with our Cruise to Little Scorpion,
chaired by Tim Smith and Jen on July 20-22. I am sure we will have a fantastic report from this event. The following
weekend, July 29th, we will have another Electric Boat Event and Games presented by none other than Frank & Gayle
Laza. Are we a fun club or what?
All racers, the Santa Barbara to King Harbor Race will be on July 27th. It is an 81-nautical mile ocean race open to all
comers. I have heard rumors of our club entering boats in this race.
Summer is in full bloom and we have great water-based activities, so get out there and enjoy the water.
Dewayne Weaver
Rear Commodore
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Message From
First Mate
Eleanor Hovaten
Hello, Islanders and CIYC Members!
Can’t believe that August is here!
August means it is time to form the “nominating committee” for next year’s Channel Islanders’ Board which
includes First Mate, Second Mate, Purser, Corresponding Yeoman, and Recording Yeoman. This
“nominating committee” will be comprised of two current Board Members, and two Regular Members from
our Islanders’ membership. There are additional ways to get to know how the Islanders function by becoming a committee person helping with events, excursions, fundraising, publicity, and photography. So, here’s
your chance to get involved. Please speak to any Board Member about the “nominating committee.” Laurie
Preston will head up this committee.
August also means we will have our Third Quarter Regular Membership Meeting. Islanders should receive
an email soon, if not already, about the time and place for this meeting. With seventy-two members we
hope to have a good turn-out!
August was scheduled for our Summer Pancake Breakfast. However, this has had to be cancelled due to
other conflicting events in the clubhouse.
Meanwhile, back in July, Islanders held an excursion to the Getty Villa in Malibu! Laurie Preston arranged
for a reasonable way to get to this magical place. I hadn’t been there since its remodeling several years ago,
so it was nice to be there again. I especially love the gardens. We had lunch in the lovely outdoor café.
Roman Villa—that’s a nice way to live! Thank you, Laurie, for organizing our trip.
July was also a bit of vacation for Max and me. We traveled highways and byways in Idaho and Montana.
Such beautiful country! Water was still pretty high, and so we took to fly fishing by float, which means by
boat. We had a great guide on the Blackfoot River, near Missoula, MT. I promised a picture, so here it is: a
lovely Rainbow Trout!

Eleanor Hovaten, First Mate
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Anglers’ Corner - August 2018
By Frank Sullivan
White Sea Bass Pen Report:
On July1st we released approximately 14,000 Juvenile White Sea Bass from the grow-out pens in
Channel Islands Harbor. Thank you to all the folks who came out to help or observe. Unfortunately,
we lost about 1,000 of the originally delivered fish because of parasites called Gill Flukes. The surviving fish were treated with peroxide and certified as healthy by the DFW Biologist before the release. The reduced water quality and low oxygen content in the harbor water in late June may have
contributed to the issue. We will expect another delivery of fish in October.
Ladies’ Fishing Tournament Report:
On Saturday, July 14th, we had our Annual CIYC Ladies’ Fishing Tournament. We had four boats with
11 anglers. The weather was great with almost flat calm conditions. The biggest 3 fish were all
caught on Skip Miser’s boat Dawn Patrol. Connie Calo won 1st place with a White Sea Bass, 2nd
place was a Halibut caught by Barbara Brauns, and 3rd place was a Barracuda caught by Deborah
Tyhurst. The other Anglers were Linda Weisfuss, Pat Korecky, Melinda Irvin, and Sharon Uhlig on
Frank Sullivan’s Valkyrie; on Jim Miles boat Bad Habit were Lisa and Lexie Medlen along with Scott
Milles’ girlfriend, Sara; Carole Naylor went out on new member Robert Davies’ boat Semper Fi. All
the anglers had a great time.
Coastal Conservation Assn. Channel Islands Chapter:
June 30th the Channel Islands Chapter of CCA-Cal hosted the Battle of the Bays Kayak Fishing
Tournament in Channel Islands Harbor. This was the 1st time for this event in our harbor and we had
a very good turnout.
Our next event will be the Chapter’s Quarterly meeting and Tuna Fishing Seminar. It will be held
Wednesday, August 8th, at 6pm at the MadeWest Brewery in Ventura. Our own Gary Johnson will be
a presenter.

Upcoming events:
August 8th

CCA-CI quarterly meeting and Tuna Seminar at MadeWest Brewery

September 7th

Channel Islands Bill Fish Tourney Kickoff Dinner

September 8th to 12th

Channel Islands Bill Fish Tournament

September 14th

Channel Islands Bill Fish Tourney Awards Dinner

October 13th

Coastal Conservation Assn. Fundraiser

November 17th

Anglers’ Awards Scampi Dinner
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Saturday, July 14th
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Doc Lines
What Protects Us
Protects us from what? From the deep space radiation environment. The radiation coming at us
from space includes auroral electrons and protons, solar storm protons, solar flare protons, and
galactic cosmic rays. The solar flare protons are very energetic. In the 1800s, a solar flare named the
Carrington event was so strong that it induced electrical currents in telegraph lines and injured
telegraph operators due to sparking at their earphones. Less energetic events have caused
blackouts in several countries.
Galactic cosmic rays come from distant supernova events and from active galactic centers. They are
much, much more energetic: hundreds of times more than solar flares. So much so that they easily
break DNA strands - leading to cancers, genetic malformations, and cataracts. Prolonged exposure
to these damaging rays would cause unimaginable alteration to Earth’s fauna and flora.
Several powerful forces protect us from such radiation. The first is the Earth’s magnetic shield. It
effectively deflects particulate radiation around and away from the planet. What is of concern is
that the magnetic field is becoming weaker at an accelerating rate. Also, the magnetic poles are
moving, also at alarmingly accelerating rate. The South Pole has already left Antarctica, and the
North Pole has moved from the Canadian Arctic and is heading toward Siberia. It is expected that
there will be a pole reversal within the next 50-100 years. During this period we can expect the
magnetic shield strength to be 10% of normal.
The second barrier is the heliosphere. This is the space around the sun where its magnetic shield
extends, that is, way beyond where the planets and the asteroid belt are. Voyager II just now
reached this boundary, after decades of speeding through space. The strength and the outer extent
of this shield depend on the sun’s activity. Unfortunately, the sun is entering its dormant period,
flipping its own poles, and showing almost no active sunspots. Two detectors designed to detect
high-energy galactic radiation are showing a significant increase in radiation.
The last shield is the interstellar gas cloud, through which the solar system is currently traveling. The
cloud is a remnant of a supernova explosion. Besides hydrogen and helium, it also contains oxygen
and silicate dust particles. These helps absorb the energetic particles. Unfortunately, the solar
system will soon exit the protective influence of the gas cloud and exit into totally empty space. This
will subject Earth to more intragalactic radiation. I wonder if we’ll have to live under lead roofs.
Interestingly, when the high-energy intragalactic radiation interacts with our atmosphere, it creates
an overabundance of clouds, which in turn can produce global cooling. Cheers!
Your Fleet Sturgeon, Zoran
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The County Should Expedite Construction of the Casa Sirena Hotel Replacement
Project
The popular, community-supported hotel replacement project’s Notice of Impending Development (NOID)
was approved by the California Coastal Commission (CCC) on June 8, 2018.
It is reported that Brighton Management is working with the County Building and Planning Department to
obtain the permit to begin demolition of the old Casa Sirena Hotel. Once the permit is given, the
demolition job will go out for bids.
The County and Harbor Department say they want revitalization of the harbor. They have an opportunity
to demonstrate this by helping to get this project underway quickly. It is a project that is widely supported
by the public and surrounding communities. It is consistent with the City’s Local Coastal Plan (LCP). It is a
priority of the harbor’s Public Works Plan (PWP) as a visitor-serving and harbor-oriented development that
will attract tourists, local residents, and boaters to the harbor for recreation and entertainment.
It should be noted that the CCC approval included 5 special conditions that reflect their commitment to promoting visitor-serving and harbor- oriented uses that ensure public access, adequate parking, and
protection of biological and scenic resources, as well as water quality.
One of these conditions requires that any future conversion of the moderately priced hotel
accommodations to high-end will require a new NOID or PWP amendment. It also requires the project’s
parking plan remain in effect as long as the development remains in operation. Another requires that
public access areas be completed prior to or concurrent with the hotel and restaurant. The conditions also
require submission of a tree replacement plan and a landscaping plan that protects wild birdlife and view
policies.
It is noteworthy that the Exclusive Right to Negotiate (ERN) for the hotel project parcels (F and F-1) is also in
effect until June 30, 2020. We hope this will not cause any delay in the hotel project. Included in the County and Harbor Department’s submission to the CCC was a parcel map that reconfigured and renamed parcels F and F-1. When questioned by the CCC staff about this, it was reported that the Harbor
Department’s response was that it was “just a possible future plan” for the area. This reconfigured map is a
cause for concern and requires public vigilance for future development.

County Says Their Proposal to Eliminate Yacht Clubs, Clubhouses, Bait and Tackle
Shops, and Boat Sales as Permitted Uses in the Harbor Was a “Mistake and
Unintended.”
It was reported that at the Channel Islands Harbor Lessees’ Association meeting of July 10, 2018, the County representatives (Mike Petit, County Assistant CEO; Mark Sandoval, new Harbor Director; Suzy
Watkins, Interim Harbor Director; Marilyn Miller, Harbor Department Planner) assured those in attendance
that their proposal to strike out yacht clubs as a permitted use, was a “mistake” and “unintended.”
Currents
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However, if not for the vigilance of Harbor & Beach Community Alliance (HBCA), as well as public outcry,
the County and Developer would most likely have continued to pursue their proposed amendment to the
City Code, Sec 17-24. After all, the County did not publicly admit its “mistake” for over 6 months and has
yet to withdraw the proposal in writing. This is a concern.

The County filed the proposed amendment to the City’s HCI Ordinance, Sec 17-24, in January 2018. The
Harbor Department’s letter of April 27, 2018, to the City of Oxnard said “since the primary issue is whether
the City and Coastal Commission will agree to amend the LCPA in the manner proposed by the County, the
County is prepared to amend its filing to defer changes at the implementation level until the LCPA issue is
resolved.” It is not clear whether the CCC and City have agreed to the County’s LCPA process. The Harbor
Department’s April 27th response may have been prompted by the City’s letter of March 28, 2018, saying
the City would be required to ascertain the appropriate level of CEQA (California Environmental Quality
Act) review needed by the proposed amendment to its Sec 17-24. A CEQA review process is equivalent to
an Environmental Impact Report (EIR): requires studies, reviews, and public meetings, a lot of time for
questions, and open scrutiny of project details – something it appears the County wishes to avoid.

Harbor “Brown Water”
The Harbor Task Force held a special meeting on July 11, 2018, to report its findings regarding Harbor
waters. The City retained the firm of Aquatic Bioassay & Consulting Laboratories, Inc. The firm was
represented by Dr. David A. Caron, a professor in the Department of Biological Sciences, USC, and Chief
Science Officer of the company, and Mr. Scott C. Johnson, Senior Scientist and Laboratory Director of the

firm. Their reported recommendations were:
Reduce the frequency of City water quality sampling to 2 times per week for now and see if there is
another peak bloom
Install aerators in back basins and evaluate their effectiveness
Establish a Monitoring & Action Plan:

-install remote sensors to monitor dissolved oxygen, pH, and chlorophyll
- prepare an action plan to mitigate water quality problems as has been done in other harbors
- finalize analysis of data collected on July 6th
- report changes in harbor water
The City also reported that the cost of mitigating harbor water issues is complicated and there is a
question of funding that is under discussion.

Rene Aiu, Harbor Delegate
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Birthday Bash — AUGUST 10 by Connie Calo
Come and join us for our monthly celebration
for members whose
birthdays and/or anniversaries are in August.

Happy August Birthday

01 Jan Royall; 01 Judy Sadham; 02 Tony Argall; 03 Richard Royall;
05 Randy Cabral; 05 Marylou Taylor; 06 Roger Knippel;
07 Alison Gabel; 07 Walter Russakoff; 07 Brent Swanson;
08 Carter Gage; 12 Mark Palamountain; 13 Bill Brayton;
13 Percy Datcher; 14 John Hazeltine; 16 Ruth Hatcher;
16 Jane Thomas; 21 Alison Vanhooser; 22 Tamar Shulem;
22 Dan Ward; 26 Jan Argall; 26 Jim West; 27 Jim Strickland;
29 Don Bales; 30 Annette Alexander-Staples; 30 Clark Owens;
31 Stella Jordan; 31 Bill Scarpino.

Happy August Anniversary
03 George & Evelina Arglen; 04 Gary & Elese Childs;
04 Tony & Melanie Ots; 04 Bill & Melodie Crier;
05 Judy & Dennis Fraser; 08 Rick & Sherie Ireland;
08 Mike & Lisa Smith; 11 Bill & Ginny Johnson;
12 Skip & Laurie Preston; 14 Ashley & Lynne Howden;
14 Skip & Lee Miser; 16 Ev & Ellie Babbe;

23 Rick & Darlin Belmonte; 25 Tom & Gwen Everett;
28 Mike & Donna McKendry; 29 Paul & Diane Paulin;
30 Skoony & Fredyann Schoonmaker.
The Birthday Bash will be celebrated in conjunction with the TGIF,
so no Potluck is needed this month!
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TGIF

“JOCKEYS “MOUNT YOUR HORSES”
August 10th, 6:30
Come enjoy the best Beer Battered Fish on the planet,

(Broiled on request prior to the event),
Fries, Beans, Cole Slaw, and Ice Cream.
Dinner will be served at 6:30 for $10.
Sign up to be a jockey,

bet on your favorite filly, nag, number or other jockey,
take a chance on the raffles,
but by all means be there,
a bunch of fun will be had by all!!

Joyce and Clark, TGIF Chairpersons
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TGIF Fish Fry
July 13

New members:
Lt to Rt, Lloyd (Skoony) and Fredyann Schoonmaker& Ron and Linda Qualls
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Battle of the Bays
Kayak Fishing Tournament
June 30th
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Disabled Veterans Sail Day
June 29th
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Our Advertising Partners

Disabled Veterans Sail Day
June 29th
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Channel Islands
4100 Harbor Blvd.
Oxnard, CA 93035

(805) 985-2492
CURRENTS SUBMISSIONS
E-mail submissions to
Lizcaffrey@aol.com
or send via facsimile to
(805) 985-2942
Volume 58 - No. 8 by the
Channel Islands Yacht Club
4100 Harbor Blvd., Oxnard, CA 93035.
DEADLINE NOTICE:
Articles must be received by the 15th of the month
preceding the next publication month.

Next deadline: August 15, 2018
for the September 2018 Issue
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